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We are very proud to support
Wilmington's Renaissance.

BrightFields, Inc. is aconsulting and professional services firm delivering afull range of environmental investigation,
audit, remediation and management solutions. We are awoman-owned business and acertified WBEIDBE in Delaware,
Maryland and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. BrightFields has built an excellent reputation for superior client service
and high technical quality. Our key mission is to revitalize brownfield properties and our Wilmington headquarters is
constructed on a reclaimed former city landfill.

With 20+ years of expertise and experience in environmental auditing, regulatory analysis, geological sciences,
chemistry, biochemistry, ecology, and engineering, the staff at BrightFields guides our clients through awide range
of complex technical and regulatory challenges.

• Phase I & II Investigations
• Multi-media Sampling
• Underground Storage Tanks
• Soil and Groundwater Remediation
• Brownfield Redevelopment
• Facility Decommissioning

• Asbestos & Lead Services
• Mold & Indoor Air Quality
• Haz Mat Management & Disposal
• Health & Safety Services
• Environmental & OSHA Training
• Compliance Sampling

• Environmental Permitting
• Erosion Control Inspections
• Energy Audits
• Waste Audits
• Green Initiatives
• Expert Testimony

BrightFields, Inc.
Environmental Services
www.brightfieldsinc.com

Wilmington,DE 302.656.9600 Milford, DE 302.422.8269 Baltimore, MD 410.585.9600



Escrow Services

Most corporate escrows move fast and
sometimes the Escrow Agent isn't
brought in until the proverbialuth hour.

Our dedicated staff of seasoned
professionals understands the need for
accurate and timely responsiveness. We
work closely with you to get the escrow
closed.

Services offered to our clients include:

• Monthly, quarterly & annual
statements available

• Proxy service

• Safekeeping of assets

• Cash management services available

• 1099 Tax reporting for interest &
dividends

• Customized reporting

Wells Fargo Bank N.A.

How can
we help you:

Michael Orendorf, VP

302.575.2000 - tel
michael.orendorf@wellsfargo.com

Togetherwe'll go far

© 2009 W-:ils Fargo Bank. NA All rights reserved. For Public Use.
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Doubletree Hotel Downtown
Wilmington - Legal District

Featuring the Wilmington Legal Center with over 3,000 sq. ft. including an
executive board room and seven paralegal workstations. The hotel is centrally
located in the heart of the Legal District within walking distance to:

©2009 Hilton Hotels Corporation

WILMINGTON DOWNTOWN

Cfl?
DOUBLETREE®

HOTEL

700 N. King Street, Wilmington, DE 19801
Reservations: 1-800-222-TREE Hotel Direct: 302-655-0400

www.wilmingtonlegalcenter.com®
Hilton HHonors·

• New Castle County Courthouse - 500 North King Street

• U.S. Federal Court - 844 North King Street

• Supreme Court of Delaware - 820 North French Street

• U.S. Bankruptcy Court - 824 Market Street

A Member of the Hilton Family of Hotels



TRIBUTE TO HARVEY RUBENSTEIN
Thomas L. Ambro

"I have no doubt that Mr. Rubenstein will cross

home plate safely, but he has already won the game
oflife. He has been a positive influence in all of his

endeavors and, fortunately for everyone, he's just
Rounding Third."

- Justice Randy J. Holland
Supreme Court ofthe State ofDelaware

The above quote concludes Justice Randy Hol
land's introduction to Harvey Rubenstein's 2004
memoir, Rounding Third. I recommend with con

viction that memoir to your reading, for in telling
us about himself, Harvey teaches - about Delaware, of profes
sionalism, and, above all, about love, loss, and how to live after

that loss.
At the end oOune 2009, Harvey is leaving the Board of the

Delaware Bar Foundation, where he has served 22 years, the last
eight as its President. Though he did not need to do so, Harvey
regularly attended Board of Editors' meetings of this magazine,
which is published by the Bar Foundation. I know of no other

President of the Bar Foundation to have done so.
Are we at Delaware LaJvyer the only beneficiary of Harvey's

work on the Bar Foundation? Hardly, for that would not be
Harvey. He led the effort to establish its endowment fund, the
creation of its website (delawarebarfoundation.org), and a line

item in Delaware's state budget that funds legal
services for indigent clients.

Of course, the Bar Foundation is but one as
pect of Harvey's accomplishments. They include
(in addition to being an author): law clerk to for

mer District Judge Paul Leahy (see the tribute to
Judge Leahy by former Justice Joseph T. Walsh in
Delaware Lawyer's Spring 2009 issue); solo prac

titioner for more than 35 years; past President of
the Delaware State Bar Association; member of
the American Bar Association's House of Del

egates; past President of the St. Thomas More Society's chapter
in Delaware (unusual, you might think, for a Jewish guy from
Philadelphia, but not surprising if you know Harvey); founder

and first Editor-In-Chief of the Delaware Law Review; Vice
Chair of the Delaware Constitutional Revision Commission;

member of the Delaware Heritage Commission; the recipient
of many awards, including the American Bar Association's Solo
Practitioner of the Year, the First State Distinguished Service
Award, and the Msgr. Paul J. Taggart Award of the St. Thomas
More Society; and, perhaps his greatest accomplishment, the

father of three daughters, all lawyers.
To know Harvey Rubenstein is to know a life in full. For our

sakes, Harvey's life remains full at age 78. As Justice Holland
wrote, "fortunately for everyone, he is just Rounding Third."

The Gold Banks offered an IOlTA rate averaging at or above 75% of the Federal Funds Rate. The Silver Banks offered an IOlTA rate averaging
at or above 60% of the Federal Funds Rate. The Bronze Banks offered an IOlTA rate averaging at or above 50% of the Federal Funds Rate.

IOLTA Program

~Delaware Bar Foundation thanks all Delaware

financial institutions which participate in the IOlTA

program. In 2008, IOlTA accounts in Delaware provided

more than $1 million dollars to help pay for civil legal

services for those in need who could not otherwise afford

them. While the Delaware Bar Foundation appreciates

all the efforts made by area banks that participate in

the IOlTA program, it extends a special thanks to the

following banks for offering the most competitive IOlTA

rates during 2008, generating more funds to improve

the administration of justice in Delaware.

To find out more about the IOLTA program,
call the Delaware Bar Foundation at 658-0773.
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I America's Most Convenient Bank"
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EDITOR'S NOTE
Robert W. Whetzel

Sustainable energy. Climate change. Green economy.
These topics are a focus of the news, political debate and

public discussion, and significant shifts in environmental
policy are ongoing. In this issue, we examine how these issues are
impacting our State and shaping the future of Delaware.

For decades, scientists have debated the existence and causes
ofglobal warming and climate change. More recently, the debate
has shifted from a discussion of whether there is a problem to
consideration of holV to solve it. Already, the focus on climate
change and renewable resources is altering the way that energy is

generated, distributed and used in Delaware and elsewhere.
As new programs and policies are implemented, business

es and consumers will be profoundly affected. Solar panels are
beginning to appear on commercial and residential buildings, and
windmills may be coming soon. These changes create new chal
lenges and opportunities for lawyers, with the implementation of
a "carbon economy," development ofrenewable energy resources
and projects, and shifts in economic, tax and regulatory policy.

Our first article serves as a primer on the "green" move
ment, written by Paul Hughes, a local commentator on "green"
issues. Next, we review a series of energy, environmental and
economic initiatives at the state level. Governor Markell has
announced a "climate prosperity" agenda, and two senior ad
ministration officials - DNREC Secretary Collin O'Mara and
DEDO Director Alan Levin - address the "green economy"

initiatives and the balance between environmental regulation and
economic development.

Developing a "green economy" is closely linked to energy
policy. Our next author, Phil Cherry of the Delaware Energy Of
fice, reviews the energy policy initiatives that are underway in
Delaware. Among these initiatives is the creation of a "sustain
able energy utility," an innovative concept for energy efficiency,
conservation and renewable generation.

Dr. John Byrne, Director of the University of Delaware Cen
ter for Energy and Environmental Policy and the architect of the

sustainable energy utility, and co-author Dr. Cecilia Martinez,
provide a revealing discussion of its promise for a sustainable
energy future.

Finally, David Rosenstein, general counsel for Conectiv Ener
gy, examines some of the complex regulatory issues that confront
energy generators in the world of deregulation. Suffice it to say
that deregulation has done little to simplifY energy generation.

We are fortunate to have a talented and thoughtful collection

of scientists, lawyers and policymakers working in this area and
contributing to this issue. The stakes for all ofus - as profession
als, regulators and individuals - are enormous.

Email: cschneider®lssh.com

For More Information Contact:

Chris Schneider, CIH

Phone: 888.873.9983

Knowledge and Experience
Reduces Risk and Liability

Providing scientific support for
litigation and other issues in the areas of:

Mold • Asbestos • Noise

OSHA • Air Quality • Ergonomics

Construction Safety
,..----....

/f""'~
I 1l~--~"\'.
f AS-r-----
l " __ource
1, Safety and Health, Inc.
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TRADEMARK
& COPYRIGHT SEARCHES

TRADEMARK- Supply word and/or
design plus goods or services.

SEARCH FEES:
COMBINED SEARCH - $345
(U.s., Stat~ Expanded Common La" Ind Iotnnet)

TRADEMARK OFFICE - $185
STATE TRADEMARK - $185
EXPANDED COMMON LAW - $185
DESIGNS· $240 per International class
COPYRIGHT· $195
PATENT SEARCH· $580 (MINIMUM)

INTERNATIONAL SEARCHING

DOCUMENT PREPARATION
(for attorneys only - applications, Section 8
& 15, Assignments, renewals.)

RESEARCH-(SEC· 10K's, ICC, FCC,
COURT RECORDS, CONGRESS.)
APPROVED - Our services meet
standards set for us by a D.C. Court
ofAppeals Committee.

Over 120years total staffexperience - not
connected with the Federal Govemment.

GOVERNMENT LIAISON SERVICES, INC.

200 North Glebe Rd., Suite32I
Arlington, VA 22203

Phone: (703) 524-8200
FAX: (703) 525-8451

Major credit cards accepted.
TOLL FREE: 800-642-6564

www.TRADEMARKINFO.com
Since 1957
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CONTRIBUTORS

Dr. John Byrne
is Director of the Center for Energy
and Environmental Policy (CEEP) and
Distinguished Professor of Energy and
Climate Policy at the University of
Delaware. He has contributed to Work
ing Group III of the United Nations
sponsored Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) since 1992 and
shares the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize. Dr.
Byrne received his doctoral degree from
the University of Delaware in 1980.

Philip J. Cherry
is the Policy Director for the Delaware
Department of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control (DNREC). He
has more than 25 years of experience
in DNREC serving in staff and
management positions focusing on
pollution prevention, recycling, waste
management, air quality, land use,
energy and coastal zone act permitting.
He has extensive experience working
in legislative affairs and currently
manages DNREC's Energy and Climate
programs.

Paul E. Hughes
graduated with Honors from the
University of Delaware Master of
Public Administration Program. He
is President of Green Fox Energy
Group, writer/co-host of "The Great
Green Home Show" on 1450AM
radio, Wilmington, director/producer
of "Great Green Expo" at Riverfront
Convention Center, and is involved in
countless socially responsible projects.
He designs, lectures, teaches, and
consults for individuals, businesses
and training schools in the areas of
green technology implementation,
marketing, sales and business planning/
administration.

Alan B. Levin
is Director of the Delaware Economic
Development Office. He is responsible
for the state's business and economic
strategies, focusing, among other areas,
on the technology, life science and
venture capital business sectors. Mr.
Levin served as President & CEO of
Happy Harry's, the nation's 10th largest
drugstore chain until the Walgreen
Company acquired it in 2006. Mr.
Levin is a graduate of Tulane University
and the Delaware Law School of
Widener University. A member of the
Delaware Bar, he served in the Delaware
Department ofJustice as Deputy
Attorney General and as Executive

Assistant and Counsel to U.S. Senator
William V. Roth, Jr.

Collin D'Mara
is Secretary of the Delaware Depart
ment of Natural Resources and Environ
mental Control. He is responsible for
leading Governor Markell's efforts to
create a thriving green economy and
sustainable natural environment. A
native ofSyracuse, N.Y., he served as
the Clean Tech Strategist for the City of
San Jose, Calif., and directed a division
ofSyracuse City government where he
modernized services and led the SyraStat
accountability project. Mr. O'Mara was
a Marshall Scholar at the University
of Oxford, a University Fellow at the
Maxwell School of Citizenship and
Public Affairs, a Presidential Scholar at
Dartmouth College and is LEED AP
certified.

Dr. Cecilia Martinez
is a Senior Policy Fellow at the
University of Delaware's Center for
Energy and Environmental Policy
(CEEP), where she contributes to
the CEEP's environmental justice,
energy sustainability, and global
environments portfolios. She is also
the Director of the Center for Earth,
Energy and Democracy at the Institute
for Agriculture and Trade Policy
(Minnesota). Dr. Martinez received
her doctoral degree from the University
of Delaware in 1990.

I. David Rosenstein
is Vice President and General Counsel
of Conectiv Energy, which is Pepco
Holding, Inc.'s merchant generation
and wholesale marketing affiliate
headquartered in Newark, Del.
Mr. Rosenstein joined Conectiv in 1999,
and managed the legal requirements for
acquiring the company's first merchant
generation assets, commencing its
participation in the wholesale power
markets. Previously, he was Vice
President with Lundberg, Marshall
and Associates, Ltd., an engineering
firm that provides consulting services
to governmental and large industrial
utility customers. Prior to joining
Lundberg, Marshall, Mr. Rosenstein
was a partner in the Washington, D.C.,
office of Dykema Gossett. He received
his law degree and his bachelor's degree
in mechanical engineering from the
University of Cincinnati.



VERITEXT
National Deposition &Utigation SeNices

BETTER IN EVERY CASE

Corbett Reporting is now a Veritext Company!
Same Great Service

Same Great Delaware Certified Reporters
(With the Veritext reporters, we now have the

largest reporting staff in the state!)
Same Convenient Locations

• State-of-the-Art Videography;
• Sophisticated Web-based Repository;
• Trial Presentation Services
• National Network of Top Quality Reporters;
• Access to National Deposition Suites and Reporters;
• Nationwide and Worldwide Scheduling

Ellie Corbett Hannum Delaware Locations

230 North Market Street, Wilmington, DE 19801
302-571-0510 - 302-571-1321 (fax)

1111 B South Governor's Avenue, Dover, DE 19904

Pennsylvania Locations
1801 Market Street, Suite 1800, Philadelphia, PA 19103
215-241-1000 - 215-241-1539 (fax) - 1-888-777-6690

44 East Court Street, Doylestown, PA 18901

4949 Liberty Lane, Suite 200, Allentown, PA 18106
610-434-8588 - 610-434-1350 (fax)

Visit our Website for all of the Veritext Locations
www.veritext.com
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"pairs well with ... "

(You decide.)

Creative, flavorful entrees,
small plates, artisanal cheeses,
and 400+ hand-selected wines.

Gift cards available.

DomaineHudson.com
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Discover How Estate Planning Law Firms Can
Double Their Revenues at Free Boot Camp

Join a Select Group of15 Attorneysfor an Intensive "Boot Camp" to Learn How
to Systematize Your Law Firm and Realistically Add Thousands ofDollars a

Month in Extra Revenue to Your Practice... Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Over the past 16 years, lawyers have been raving about October 11th in San Diego... if you qualify. Yes, you must
the unprecedented success of members of the American qualify to attend this event, but more on that later. You see,
Academy ofEstate Planning Attorneys. Armstrong and Fisch have been working with attorneys

. . like you for over 16 years, but the Academy's roots were
Now you have the rare opportulllty to spend a full day wIth t bl' h d' th A t & F' hi fi 1 beth. es a IS e m e rms rong ISC aw rm, ong elOre e
Robert Armstrong and Sanford M. FIsch, co-founders of A d I h d 1993 th fi t t' th II d th. '" ca emy aunc e , was e rs Ime eya owe 0 erthe AmerIcan Academy, as theIr guests m San DIego. Better . .

t th 'II e h tid II 1 h'l attorneys to see theIr systems first hand and begm to use theye, ey WI pay lor your 0 e an a your mea s w 1 e , ,
, 'th h th . t' h ' B tC' tools that have made mllllOns of dollars for attorneys aroundyou re gomg roug elr prac lce-c angmg 00 amp. .the country. Skephcal.,. you can ask theses attorneys yourself

Check your calendar right now and make sure that you're even before you attend this Boot Camp. Find out what these
available to attend this Boot Camp, October 7th through unique systems have done for their practice and their lives.

Here's a Sample ofExactly What You'll Learn at the Boot Camp...

Academy Benefits

"I could not possibly have anticipated how
beneficial to me joining the Academy has been.
Rrst, mydocuments are probablythe best in the
area, as Iam repeatedly told by those who see
them. Second, Ihave been able to streamline
my operation and make it far more efficient
Third, Ihave substantially increased my income.
Fourth, and perhaps most important I have
done all of this and been able to cut back to
working just 3 days a week and taking only a
few appointments a day for at least the past
15 years. Iwish the Academy had come along
when Iwas 40 years old:'

-Jacka.lndiana Member

• The secrets oftransformingyour practice
into a profitable business

• The 11 Essential Systems you must have
in place to dominate your market

• Immediate steps you need to take to
capitalizeon this newemerging economy

• How to triple the number of clients you
see-while reducing your work

• How to automate your practice so it takes
just a few key people to run it

• How to get other people to pay half-or
all-ofyour marketing costs

• How to get other professionals to refer a
steady stream ofnew clients to you

• How to retain 80% or more ofthe people
you meet with at initial consultations

• How to provide other services to your
clients-and generate 10 times more
income than you ever dreamed of

• How to effectively use proven marketing
strategies to bring in new qualified
clients

• When, where and how to advertise-to
get the most bang for your buck

• How to use seminars, both public and
private, to quickly generate a boatload of
qualified clients

• Plus-lots more!

FREE Teleseminarwith Robert
Armstrong and Sanford M. Fisch

"How to Dominate the Estate
Planning LegalMarket in Your Area"

August 18,2009 at 2:00 pm Padfic
(5:00 pm Eastern)

Satisfaction Guaranteed
As always, the Academy offers this great
opportunity on a risk-free basis,

When Member Day concludes, you'll join
the membership as guests at the Academy's
cocktail party and dinner. All of this is
designed to give you abehind thesceneslook

When You Leave this High Powered Transformational Boot Camp, You'll Be Armed
With Tools and Proven Systems that Can Substantially Increase Your Income.

However, there is more in store for you. at how the Academy has helped member Ifyou're ready to change your life, your law
After spending a full day with Armstrong attorneys create thriving profitable estate firm, your financial position; ifyou're ready
and Fisch, you'll have a unique opportunity planning law firms. Best of all, you have to start enjoying the practice oflaw again go
to join them and the rest ofthe membership access to these attorneys to ask them any to www.aaepa.com/bootcamp. for more
at the Academy's Member Day session. question you want-privately. about the Academy's upcoming October
Everyone assembles at the beginning of B d th'· "'t d I'e t' Boot Camp. Remember, this is limited toe assure IS IS d .1ml e l1e Ime .
each Summit to hear Armstrong and Fisch's t'ty rr I '100% t',/; d the first ISquahfied attorneys.

gh 1 al d d oppor um ... un ess you re 0 sa ls)'e
insi ts on eg in ustry tren s, cutting with your lawpractice, how it operates, how
edge marketing strategies and a review you obtain new clients, the compensation
of new programs and systems which you make, and the time you have with
consistently add revenue to Members' fiamiZ,~ you should careFully consider this
bottom line. J':J'

offer and see ifyou qualify to attend.

Register Now! www.aaepa.com/bootcamp
©AAEPA (or Call 1.800.846.1555)



"Green" is everywhere these days ... except your wallet. Open the News

Journal or almost any magazine and you can expect to find at least

one article about green concepts. So, what exactly is this green revolution

all about?

FEATURE
Paul E. Hughes

"Green" could be
the most over-used
word in the culture.
But what does it
really mean?
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~
' n this article, I attempt to provide a

i ,imple, not tno boeing, ""ightfot

[" ward overview of "green" concepts
~,. ... and to avoid use of the generic

word "green" when referring to energy

efficiency, reduced carbon output, bio

degradable, recycled, low environmen

tal impact, renewable or sustainable.

Simply stated, "green" means creat

ing a product or delivering a service in

the most economic and environmen

tally friendly manner. There are many

levels of being green and as of yet, ex

cept for nature's own organic creations,

most products and services could be

made even more efficient, economical

and renewable than they are today.

Buying products and services that

are offered in a more thoughtful and

holistic context is almost always more

economical. The idea works and is be

ing embraced because consumers see

that it's good for them and good for

the planet.

Recycled products are investments

rather than consumer liabilities because

they use less energy, are more efficient

and last longer. This is organic capital

ism and the path to a more efficient, less

costly and better future.

Red, White, Blue and Oh So Green

President Obama envisions a com

plete transformation within the next



10 years where America will no longer

depend on foreign oil, our food sources

will be secured, and our buildings and

factories will cease to be pollutant

spewing, inefficient energy hogs.

There will be a workforce transfor

mation where former steel plant workers

will be paid to manufacture solar panels

and turbines, former autoworkers will

be retrained to assemble clean-running

electric cars and buses, and buildings

will be retro-fitted to be energy ef

ficient. Legions of additional workers

will be trained to rebuild and maintain

this new "green" America.

The new administration wants us to

embrace the vision ... and the Federal

and State governments will even pro

vide money to do so through the new

stimulus plan.

The stimulus plan includes several

major initiatives. A great deal of the

money ear-marked for the environment

is intended to do several things at once:

stimulate the economy, prepare our

infrastructure for the next economy

build-out, create jobs, reduce carbon
footprint (impacting global warming),

and in the long run create tax base sav

ings and investments.

Early money will go to rebuilding

our sorely neglected infrastructure:

roadways, transportation, buildings

and homes. The theory is that we need a

good foundation for the future and it's

hard to rebuild our new economy when

our infrastructure is old and failing.

All right then ... let's take a closer

look at this carbon footprint thing.

The largest end uses of primary energy

in residential buildings in 2005 were:

space heating at 32%, air-conditioning

or space cooling at 13%, water heating

13% and lighting 12%.

The largest end uses of primary en

ergy in commercial buildings in 2005

(office managers take note!) were: light

ing at 27%, space heating at 15%, space

cooling at 14% and water heating at 7%.

These four end uses account for 63% of

primary energy consumption. l

More than 40% of the carbon that

is polluting our atmosphere and creat

ing global warming comes from heat

ing our homes, buildings and factories.2

The new Federal administration has

reacted to this information fairly quick

ly. So what does this mean to the end

consumer? Let's take a look.

Save Money, Save the Planet

There are all sorts of federal tax

credits and rebates for insulating and

weatherizing residential homes. This

year and next year there is a 30% federal

consumer tax rebate capped at $1,500

for both years combined for insula

tion, weatherization, high-efficiency

windows, well-insulated doors, furnace

upgrades and other energy-saving home

improvements.3

In the interests of time and space,

I'm going to highlight a few of the top

return on investment (ROI) upgrades

and renovations that qualify for feder

al (and in some cases state) tax return
assistance. Did you hear that? That's

money back in your pocket! Now re
member, these programs provide tax

credits and rebates, and in some cases

an ROI which is quite substantial.

Energy audits are a logical starting

point to improve home energy efficien
cy.4 An auditor will assess the effective

ness of the thermal envelope, which is

the barrier around your home created

by properly insulated crawlspace, walls,

windows, ceilings and attic.5 Diagnostic
tests assess energy use and pinpoint ar

eas where you are losing hot/cold air.

The auditor will recommend rem

edies; prioritize your budget and even

calculate the ROI for each improve

ment. Auditors can provide instruction

on how to program new equipment,
assist with rebate and tax credit infor

mation, and guide you in many other

ways.

At the top of the list of rebate-qual

ifying, money-saving, environmentally

friendly upgrades is a programmable

thermostat. They don't cost much and

often pay for themselves within four to

six months. Before making any pur

chases, be sure to visit www.greenand

save.com and www.energystar.gov to
see ifyour purchase will also earn you a

rebate and to review ROI stats.

Just want a few quick and easy fixes?

Change your light bulbs to fluorescent

(CFL) to save money and spare the at

mosphere from billions of tons of car

bon over time.6 Also, wrap that hot

water heater in an insulated blanket,

check duct work to ensure it is properly

insulated, and install dimmer switches

and sensors.

Water conservation will become cru

cial in the near future. Low flow shower

heads, faucets and toilets are great ways

to reduce your water bill and your water

heating bill. Because 60% of the water

used by households is used outside of

the house, roof water harvesting sys

tems such as rain barrels and cisterns

connected to down spouts will become
more common and will be a great aid in

water conservation in the future.

The number one energy and cost-re

ducing strategy that we can and should

put in place immediately is conserva

tion. We have grown accustomed to

having c:heap power and using it with

out thought (certainly without thought

to the long-term environmental cost).

Our primary budget gobblers, in

terms ofappliances, are the freezer, dry

er, refrigerator, washer and dishwasher.

As soon as possible, these should be

changed over to high-efficiency Energy

Star® products. Later this year, rebate

money may be available through the

Delaware Energy Office for replacing

these older appliances with higher-effi

ciency ones.

Old refrigerators and freezers con

sume four to five times as much as the

new high-energy efficiency units. 7 Ifyou

must use the dryer, throw a dry towel in

with each load. This will reduce energy

consumption by 20% to 30%. When
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you use your dishwasher, not using the

drying cycle can save as much as 60% of

the energy.8

Investing in the Future

Next, let's take a look at some of the

energy independent technology on the

market and the rebates that are avail

able. Both solar electric and solar ther

mal (hot water) qualitY for a 50% rebate

from the State of Delaware (at present,

up to $31,500 for Delmarva Power

customers and up to $15,000 for

municipal or co-op customers).

These projects also qualitY for a Fed

eral tax credit of 30% of the remainder.

This means that if you invested in a so

lar system that cost $30,000, you would

qualitY for a $15,000 state rebate plus

a $5,000 federal credit. This leaves an

initial investment in the technology of

$10,000 out of pocket. However, the

savings don't stop there.

In Delaware, and in other states,

you can sell the excess electricity that

you generate. Renewable energy cred

its (RECs), also known as green certifi

cates, green tags or tradable renewable

certificates, represent quantifiable mea

sures of the power produced from re

newable energy projects. You can amass

RECs and sell them to utilities that need

credits to meet renewable portfolio

standards. This process can be viewed as

a form of taxing which transfers funds

from carbon-producing electricity utili

ties and invests them in renewable and

sustainable energy technologies.9

Solar energy is arguably the best in

vestment on the planet right now: A

$10,000 investment in solar electricity

will net about five credits a year (one

credit is currently selling for about

$300). That's a 15% return in the first

year. One caveat: Some ofthe solar com

panies aggregate their renewable energy

credits and sell them for you at little or

no cost. Other companies may take as

much as 20% to handle the sales.

When analyzing the value of a solar

investment, also look at the payoff rate.

12 DELAWARE LAWYER SUMMER 2009

The average investor/electric consumer

will end up paying an equal amount in

electric bills as they will for the out-of

pocket cost to install solar. Using to

day's kilowatt cost per hour, the payoff

rate is about four to five years for com

mercial and about five to six years for

residential. When the purchase is paid

off, you are getting free electricity.

When you factor the payoff into the

investment analysis, the ROI jumps into

the 25% to 28% range. Residual benefits

are equity in your house and energy

independence for the future. Further

down the road, as gas and oil grow

more scarce, vehicles will more likely be

electric and hopefully some of us will

be using solar power to charge those

cars - driving for free after the payoff

period.

For businesses and commercial enti

ties, solar thermal and solar electric are

great investments. For those who have

apartment buildings, imagine the sav

ings you realize by having tenants pay

off the cost of your new solar electric

system over the next five years and then

pay you monthly for electricity.

You can even give it to them at a

slightly lower price than the utility,

which makes them happy, and also

puts a new stream of revenue in your

pocket for which you have paid virtually

nothing. Your apartments will never be

empty again!

Before ending, let me note that of

fices leave big carbon footprints. Signifi

cant expense reductions and environ

mental improvements are available by

switching to recycled paper, re-fillable

printer cartridges, installing power

saver strips, and using energy-efficient

appliances. For more detailed tips, take

a look at the ABA Law Office Chal

lenge.10

I think I succeeded in not generically

labeling everything "green" and being

specific as to what the real issues are

and how to address them. When you

are ready to go "green," State resourc-

es, and especially the Delaware Energy

Office, are great places to find contrac

tor referrals and rebate and tax infor

mation. l1 •

FOOTNOTES

1. Elena Foshay, The New Apollo Pro
gram Fact Sheet (Nov. 24, 2008) at http://
apollo allia nce. org/data -p0 in ts -nap/
data-points-the-new-apollo-program-fact
sheet! Apollo Alliance is a coalition of
labor, business, environmental, and com
munity leaders working to catalyze a clean
energy revolution.

2. Lester R. Brown, Plan B 3.0:
Mobilizing to Save Civilization (2008).
Free download and data compilation
available at www.earth-policy.org/Books/
PB3/index.htm. See also http://www1.eere.
energy.gov/consumer/tips/heating_
cooling.html for additional stats on effect
of heating and cooling on the environment.

3. See www.dsireusa.org for requirements
for each product and allowances for the
federal tax breaks.

4. See Home Efficiency Checkup FAQ,r
at http://www.greenandsave.com/home
checkup/faq#l, which estimates that 40%
of a home's utility costs come from heating
and air conditioning.

5. Thelargest portion ofyourtypicalutility
bill is heating and cooling. 2007 Energy Data
Book, Table 4.2.1, 2005 energy cost data.
Further detail at http://www.energysavers.
gov/your_home/energy_audits/index.
cfm/mytopic=I1160 and http://wwwl.
eere.energy.gov/consumer/tips/heating_
cooling.html Always contract with quali
fied energy auditors who are certified by
a government-sponsored training organi
zation that will use the latest in equipment
to ensure your safety, health and energy
efficiency.

6. Brown, supra "Banning the Bulb" at
pp.215-17.

7. Id., "Energy Efficient Appliances" at
p.218.

8. See http://wwwl.eere.energy.gov/
consumer/tips/laundry.html and http://
www.energysavers.gov for more tips on
saving money/energy at home.

9. More detailed discussion available at
http://apps3.eere.energy.gov/greenpower/
markets/certificates/shtml?page=O

10. See www.abanet.org/environ/climate
challenge/overview.shtml

11. More information available at www.
dnrec.delaware.gov/energy/
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The Administration Speaks
Collin Q/Mara
Secretary, Delaware Department
of Natural Resources and
Environmental Control

Climate
ANew Way of Thinking
Delaware stands on the brink of a fundamental policy shift in which envi

ronmental health and welfare will be placed at the center of the public de

bate. Traditionally, many discussions and policy decisions around econom

ic development, environmental protection, transportation, public health,

housing, agriculture and land use have been conducted in isolation without

fully evaluating the cumulative impacts.

Forging a
responsible
environmental policy
can offer big
economic benefits.
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T
hrough a new lens of climate pros
perity, the Markell Administration
is working to integrate these typi
cally disjointed policy efforts to

produce better short- and long-term
outcomes for the State.

The concept of climate prosperity is
built upon a belief that climate change
simultaneously represents the greatest
challenge and the greatest opportunity
of this century. By increasing the use of
renewable natural resources and adopt
ing more sustainable practices, we can

confront this challenge while becoming
more prosperous at the same time.

The impetus for action is clear 
without significant global effort to re
duce greenhouse gas emissions and end
dependence upon fossil fuels, the Earth
will experience significant sea level rise,
extreme weather events, desertification,
fresh water scarcity and extinction of
numerous species.

Changes to our climate will likely
affect Delaware to a greater extent than
other states, with sea level rise threaten-



J I

ing a large percentage of coastal land,
fundamentally altering the agricultural
and tourism industries in the State.

While the long-term impacts on the

State could be devastating without a
global response, taking early action local

ly may create a first-mover advantage for
Delaware which will spur innovation and

economic opportunity while creating a
more sustainable local environment.

While some have argued that we can
not afford to act because of the global
economic recession, we agree with Sir
Nicholas Stern who argues that the costs
of inaction will vastly exceed the costs
ofacting today.! By fully embracing this

vision, we will accelerate our economic
recovery, create thousands of new jobs,
generate new domestic wealth, improve
the trade deficit, and enhance our long
term economic and environmental sus
tainability.

So how do we advance this vision?
The first step is strong environmen

tal protection. We cannot create the
green economy of tomorrow without
cleaning up the polluting industries of
yesterday and today. We will ensure that
companies are in compliance with exist
ing regulations and clean up historically
contaminated sites.

We will expand our monitoring ef
forts to receive greater and more accu
rate scientific data that will allow us to
take swift and appropriate action while
helping us understand the magnitude of
the link between pollution and public
health.

We will also support efforts to turn
the contaminated sites of long-aban
doned industries into vibrant and thriv

ing sites for economic activity.
The second step is challenging our

assumptions about the costs of vari
ous policy decisions by quantifYing the
harmful impacts of externalities such
as environmental pollution and health
care costs and incorporating them into
our decisionmaking.

When we incorporate all costs and
compare apples to apples, there are
strong economic reasons for making

decisions that preserve the long-term

integrity of our environment. For ex
ample, Governor Jack Markell recently
directed DNREC to intervene in the
energy resource planning process un
derway with the Public Service Com
mission to ensure that health-care costs
and other environmental externalities

are captured in the proceedings.
While this type of thinking is not

new (Peter May and Ronaldo Seroa
da Motta articulated this approach in
Pricing the Planet) and leading profes
sors have been advocating for the value
of "ecological services" for the past

several years),2 Delaware is quickly be
coming one of the first states in the
nation to integrate this paradigm into
policymaking.

Consideration of externalities does

not just apply to energy policy, but will
also guide our thinking in many envi
ronmental areas, such as recycling and
land conservation. The currently de
pressed value of recycled materials has
raised questions about the economic
feasibility of statewide recycling. This
argument fails to capture the long-term
costs of continuing the status quo.

Few arguments against recycling in

corporate the costs associated with filling
existing landfills, identifYing and pur
chasing suitable new landfill sites, and
capturing the harmful methane emissions
from organic waste as it decomposes.

A similar argument for land conser
vation that captures the true benefits
of the ecological services that open
space provides - ';~Ich as watershed
management, water purification, wild
life habitat, local food production, and

air quality and carbon sequestration in
trees and soils - will reflect a monetary
value that outweighs the benefits from
sprawling development, especially when
infrastructure demands are considered.

Third, we must pursue an aggressive
agenda that sets the stage for climate

prosperity in Delaware. Our climate
prosperity strategy will aim to achieve
three outcomes: Green Savings, Green
Opportunities and Green Talent.

Green Savings represents the ability
of households and businesses to reduce
their costs by using resources, such as

energy and water, more efficiently.
As individuals work to save money,

innovative companies and entrepre
neurs have the ability to seize the Green

Opportunities created in the economy
by the transition to renewable energy,
clean transportation and more sustain
able building practices.

Finally, Green Talent represents the
well-paying employment opportuni
ties that will arise from the innovation,
production, installation and usage of
new technologies, and adoption of new
practices, as we transition to a low-car
bon economy.

By focusing on these three areas, our
Climate Prosperity strategywill help cre

ate a functioning marketplace for green
products that reduce energy and water

consumption, adopt renewable energy
and reduce vehicle miles traveled.

Through an array of programs and
policies, we will provide incentives to
residents and companies to adopt low
emission, sustainable practices as a way
to improve their short- and long-term
financial bottom line. We will then con
nect this demand for goods with a sup
ply of products and services from local
companies and local workers to create a
flourishing green economy.

As with much of climate change
policy, significant early effort will focus
upon energy generation and consump
tion. Delaware has the opportunity to
pursue a clean energy future by first
focusing on energy conservation and
efficiency and then harnessing the pow
er of local wind, solar and geothermal
resources.

The greatest initial return on our
investment for Green Savings will be
ftom using energy more intelligently
and reducing consumption. For this
reason, Governor Markell has proposed
an aggressive program around conser
vation and efficiency during his recent
address to a joint session of the General
Assembly.
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1. Nicholas Stern, Stern Review Report on
the Economics of Climate Change, London:
HM Treasury (2006).

2. Peter H. May and Ronalda Seroa da
Motta (eds.), Pricing the Planet. New York:
Columbia University Press (1996).
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tion and land conservation, and land

use decisionmaking - all of which are
critical to the transition to a low-carbon

economy.
Each part of the Climate Action Plan

will call out opportunities for savings,
job creation and new innovations by
local companies. By adopting this ap
proach to solving the climate crisis, we
will also create a more sustainable and
vibrant economy.

The ongoing efforts to address cli
mate change present an unparalleled
opportunity' to enhance Delaware's
natural environment, strengthen our
domestic economy and enhance our
national security. While Delaware can
not solve global challenges alone, we
can demonstrate real leadership and de

velop innovative policies that others will
emulate worldwide.

Delaware is well positioned to seize
a national leadership position in the

emerging green economy, due to its
economic diversity, talented and flexible

work force, strong academic resources
and unique combination of assets. The
combination of executive leadership,
academic expertise, civic activism, pri
vate sector innovation, and natural
resources provides the critical mass nec
essary to demonstrate that being envi
ronmentally responsible can spur eco
nomic opportunity and also improve
the fiscal health of State government.

By integrating our decisionmaking
across disciplines and ensuring that we
use natural resources more efficiendy,
incorporating health impacts of various
activities, adopting more sustainable
practices and transitioning to clean en
ergy and a green economy, we will cre
ate a more sustainable environment and
more resilient economy in Delaware for
generations to come.•

and Reinvestment Act to launch one of
the largest energy efficiency campaigns
in the nation.

Through this combination of both
demand-side and supply-side policies,
we will create a market for goods and
services that will connect consumers

with companies and service providers.
Approaching our energy efficiency pro
gram in this way will help maximize the
economic and environmental benefits
of this effort as measured in reduced
greenhouse gas emissions, savings for
end users, jobs created for energy effi
ciency specialists, and new opportunities
for energy efficiency service companies.

As we embark upon developing and
implementing a comprehensive state
wide Climate Action Plan, we will take a
similar market-based approach to accel

erate the adoption of renewable energy,
advanced clean transportation, green
building practices, recycling, water
conservation and reuse, habitat protec-
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Right now, many low-income fami
lies and fixed-income senior citizens are

spending more than 20% of their in
come on energy costs. Reducing these
costs through efficiency investments
that pay for themselves within a few
months will have the effect of increas

ing disposable income, providing more
money to save or spend on family needs
or in communities (a concept referred
to as the green dividend).

The State's energy efficiency agenda
will include policies to increase the de
mand for energy efficiency as well as to
increase the supply of programs that
residents, businesses and public institu
tions can access to benefit from green
savings in their day-to-day operations.

Policies such as the proposed Energy
Efficiency Resource Standard will help
reduce per capita energy usage by 15%
by 2015. Further, we will utilize the in
novative Sustainable Energy Utility and
resources from the American Recovery
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The Administration Speaks
Alan B. Levin
Director, Delaware
Economic Development Office

Economic I

Most discussions regarding clean energy and environmental sustainability

quickly turn to states that have long been considered leaders in environ

mental policies. States, for example, like California. These conversations

are best viewed as opportunities - not to address where Delaware has

been with regard to environmental policy, but to highlight where we are

heading.

Smart state
strategies
will foster both
environmental
protection
and robust
growth.

i...·..... ····· he winds of change are blowing
•.• in Delaware, :~~d they carry with

, them clear, economically viable,

. environmentally sound green

energy policies. Policies that will

change the way Delaware meets its

enr.rgy needs and drive our State into

the center of any energy conversation.

Delaware finds itself at the inter

section of environmental protection

and economic development. To begin,

we need to clean up the polluting in

dustries of the past in order to build

the economy of the future. Delaware

companies that operate with permit or

regulatory violations will be required

to adhere to State law or cease opera

tion.

These industries will also face addi

tional monitoring, as the State is gath

ering better scientific data to allow us

to fully understand the magnitude of

the link between pollution and health

outcomes. With that said, we must also

foster growth and new investment by

our existing industries.

The Delaware Climate Prosperity

Plan, recently announced by Governor
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Jack Markell, encompasses Green Sav

ings, Green Opportunities and Green

Talent, and illustrates that we can

confront climate change while be

coming more prosperous. How? By

using fewer natural resources.

Expanded recycling programs will

eliminate the need for additional land

fill sites, and land conservation efforts

will allow for enhanced watershed

management and water purification,

wildlife habitats, local food production,

and air quality and carbon sequestra

tion. Delawareans will see these pro

grams roll out soon, and the State will

quickly reap intrinsic and economic

value from them.

Importantly, a green Delaware will

not come at the expense of growth.

Examining and revising the rules

and regulations that bind business

does not mean rolling back protections

on the environment. In fact, it means

just the opposite. Delaware continues

to grow, one business at a time. And

the businesses the State attracts are

those prepared to take advantage of

climate prosperity. Green technologies

lie at the top of most lists highlight

ing the high-growth industries of

today. Delaware is well poised to foster

the growth of the green energy indus

try and reap the rewards of environ

mentally friendly business within its

borders.

Delaware has long been a source for

innovation and technological growth.

The State ranks first among the na

tion in industry investment in research

and development, and has the fourth

highest concentration of scientists and

engineers in the United States. Dela

ware supports technological innova

tion, and it promises to provide an

environment where research and de

velopment of clean energy technolo

gies thrive.

That's a fact perfectly illustrated

by New Castle-based AutoPort Inc.

The State recently awarded AutoPort

a workforce-training grant, which will

allow it to begin converting gasoline

vehicles to electric vehicles in Dela

ware. These efforts, which will create

long-term jobs in the State, are a first

step toward establishing an electric ve

hicle industry in Delaware and a key

step in Governor Markell's climate

prosperity initiative. AutoPort - and

Delaware - are clearly adapting to a

new energy economy.

The goal of the climate prosper

ity initiative is to create a functioning

marketplace for green products that

reduce energy and water consump

tion, adopt renewable energy, and
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conducting business

with respect and care

for the next generation.
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reduce vehicle miles traveled. A variety

of programs and policies will incentiv

ize residents and companies to adopt

low-emission, sustainable practices

as a way to improve their short- and

long-term financial bottom line. The

increased demand for environmentally

friendly goods will then be met with a

supply of products and services from

local companies and local workers.

Delaware residents and business are

also encouraged to take advantage of

the "Green Dividend." The concept

illustrates that sustainable land use

and smart growth policies have an ex

tremely positive impact on the vibran

cy of an economy and environmental

sustainability.

For example, when people take

public transit or simply drive less, they

reduce their emissions and environ

mental footprint while saving money

on gas and vehicle maintenance. Saved

dollars are then spent in the commu

nity. And residents commuting less

spend more time with their fami

lies, exercising, enjoying other leisure

activities, or increasing their work pro

ductivity.

Delaware can successfully fight

the health and global warming im

pacts of fossil fuel use. The Governor

has committed to pursue programs

that reduce carbon dioxide emissions;

conserve land and energy; promote

green building practices; reduce waste;

protect wildlife; enhance air, water,

and soil quality; and foster advanced

transportation efforts. In addition, the

First State will be among the first to

be largely powered by renewable tech

nologies.

Federal funding will help Delaware

adopt those clean, renewable energy

technologies. The State will receive

close to $38 million to increase Dela

ware's energy efficiency. These funds,

which are part of the federal govern

ment's economic recovery package,

will be allotted to the Department of

Health and Social Services for weather

ization and DNREC for its state energy

programs. These recovery funds will

create and protect Delaware jobs and

will help Delawareans make their

homes and businesses more energy

efficient.

Climate prosperity programs

unveiled during the coming months

will be designed to support the

environment and grow the economy

at the same time. Yes, that concept

is possible. And yes, it will get peo

ple talking about an environmentally

sustainable Delaware.•
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MAKING THE
PROCESS WORK
Environmental law has enormous impact-not just on industrial facilities and

property owners, but on all business operations and transactions. Our lawyers have

the business and regulatory knowledge. technical experience and transactional

and courtroom skills to represent c1ients'interests in environmental and energy issues

throughout Delaware and beyond. For more information on our environmental

and energy practice capabilities, contact Robert Whetzel at whetzel@rlf.com.

a.a

One Rodney Square. 920 North King Street a Wilmington, DE 19801 a Phone: 302·651·7700 a Fax: 302· 651-7701

www.rlf.com
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Energy Policy in
the First State:
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Delaware has the opportunity to become a national leader in the transition

to a clean energy economy. Fossil fuels, principally coal and oil, are coming

under increasing scrutiny as a source of energy for several reasons.

Delaware is
perfectly positioned
to be a leader
in the new/
clean-energy
economy.
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i.•m·~"; ur reliance on oil, principally as! I·a transportation fuel, has led to
t an exportation of U.S. wealth to

.. unfriendly parts of the world and

an insecure reliance on others to meet

our energy needs. The issue of "peak
oil" also looms large in the longer term,

as we deplete the world's reserves of

cheap oil.

With coal, we have an abundance of

supply for generations to come; how
ever, the carbon content of the fuel and

its poor historical environmental per
formance make dependence on coal as a

fuel of the future problematic.

Alternatively, natural gas offers a
cleaner alternative for both electricity

generation and transportation, and may

serve as a bridge to a new energy future,
but it does not represent the carbon

free solution needed for the long term,

or relieve us from having to import and

transport gas supplies to meet growing
demand.

What we need is a commitment to

new energy policies, energy conserva

tion and efficiency, renewable fuels and

new technologies - solutions that will

not only ensure a secure energy future

but will also serve as a platform for new

economic growth.
Such a commitment to a greener

economy will put us in a prime posi

tion to profit in the decades to come
and help us remain the world's leader in

technological innovation.



Delaware is well positioned to take
advantage of this new attitude toward

energy. We have new leadership in State
government to spark innovation and

investment, and an active and engaged
public who see real value in sustain

able energy.
We have customers eager to find so

lutions for cutting energy costs after

suffering staggering electricity cost in
creases in 2006 and exorbitant gasoline

prices in 2008. We have a new Energy

Plan from the Governor's Energy Ad
visory Council and a growing sense of
urgency concerning climate change and

energy governance.
In addition, we have a new service

delivery mechanism in Delaware's Sus

tainable Energy Utility (SEU) that

promises a myriad of energy efficiency

and renewable energy services through
out Delaware.

The task now is to capitalize on our

positioning and take Delaware's energy
policies to a higher level, and to leverage

those improvements to yield economic
prosperity.

Critical issues in achieving that goal
will include calculating the true costs
of the energy we use, focusing on Dela
ware's strengths in renewable energy
technologies, maximizing our efficient

use ofenergy, ensuring adequate energy
infrastructure, and aligning the many
players in Delaware's energy arena into

a cohesive team with a common vision.

Internalizing Externalities

Electric utility regulation is a com
plex undertaking, and the impact of

energy generation and use on our
health, wealth and well-being is enor
mous. Planning for our energy future

and selection from among the myriad of
potential energy choices involve a wide
variety of stakeholders, often with very
different ideas about the factors that are
relevant and the choices to be made.

In Delaware, the energy-planning
process takes place under the auspices of
the Delaware Public Service Commis

sion (PSC), which is currently conduct-

ing the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP)

process, as required by the Electric

Utility Retail Customer Supply Act of
2006 (EURCSA). EURCSA has already

prompted significant debate over new

power sources for Delaware, as reflected

by the recent review and approval of the
Bluewater Wind offshore wind project.!

But now comes another debate, that

of deciding what considerations and

externalities should be included in the

IRP process - and by extension ad

dressed by Delmarva Power & Light

Company (DP&L) in planning docu

ments required under EURCSA.

The issues of, and indeed the words,

"climate change" and "public health" do

not appear in EURCSA, and yet those

issues were two of the driving forces

behind the ultimate selection of Blue

water Wind to supply needed power to

Delaware. Members of the public spoke

loudly and clearly in those proceedings,
presenting a strong case for why clean,

renewable energy from wind power was

a superior response to climate change

and the negative health and environ

mental impacts traditionally associated
with fossil fuels.

The foundation of environmental

regulatory programs in Delaware and

nationally is the protection of public

health and the cleanliness of our sur
roundings. Smokestack emissions are

regulated because they have the poten
tial to cause illness, cancer and death, or

irreparable harm to our environment.

Discharges to water bodies are regu

lated because society places a value on

clean drinking water, and because of

water-borne diseases attributable to

those discharges.

Land uses are regulated to ensure
that the soil and groundwater do not

contain harmful substances that may

cause serious illness or disastrous eco

nomic consequences. The linkage be
tween our environment, our health and

our economy is an intimate one, and

one that should be ever present in the

actions of government agencies.

At the direction of Governor Jack

Markell, DNREC has taken an active

role in the IRP process to ensure that

health and climate impacts associated

with meeting our energy demands are
expressly accounted for, and that the

costs associated with these impacts

are considered in planning our energy

future.

The linkages between power plant

emissions, health impacts and climate
change are theoretically and scientifi

cally strong. The problem comes in ap
plying those linkages to utility power

purchases, which mayor may not result
in actual emission impacts here in Dela

ware. The regional nature ofour power

markets, coupled with a "path of least
resistance" theory of electron mobility,

makes direct linkages between Dela

ware power purchases and health and
climate externalities challenging.

Regardless, deVeloping an integrated
resource plan, and requiring our utility

to explicitly and pro-actively consider
these externalities - even if the solu

tions are insufficient and imperfect 

will advance all ofour thinking, and may
yield improvements we had otherwise
not considered.

Where the Wind Blows ...
and the Sun Shines

As a State, Delaware has tradition

ally been thought of as energy poor.
We have no coal resources, no oil or

gas resources, no watercourses capable
of utility scale hydropower, and limited

onshore wind resources.
However, advancements in offshore

wind, solar and geothermal technology,
some of which are being developed in

Delaware, have the potential to harness
our State's natural energy resources and

redefine our energy future.
For example, studies done at the

University of Delaware2 indicate an off

shore wind resource capable of meeting
Delaware's entire energy needs for elec

tricity, transportation and all domes
tic uses, while still having substantial

power to export to other states.
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Similarly, Delaware's solar resources

are actually quite good - so long as
you don't compare us to California,
Arizona or the tropics.3 To put things

into perspective, Delaware has a more
robust solar resource than Germany,
which currently receives more than 40%

of its power from solar energy.

At present, Delaware has adopted a
Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) of
20% by 2019 - meaning that energy
providers in Delaware must have at least
20% of their power furnished from re
newable energy sources, like wind, so
lar, hydro and other traditional renew

able sources.4

Compared to the other 29 states

with a mandatory RPS, Delaware's
standard is fairly aggressive, although
no longer near the top as it was when

it was increased from 10% in July 2007.
The volatility of oil, natural gas and
coal prices over the past several years
and the clear recognition of the prob
lems associated with a fossil-fuel-based

economy - both for national and cli
mate security reasons - have sparked

tremendous growth in the renewable
energy sector.

Delaware is in an excellent position
with respect to achieving the 20% RPS.

Over the past year, Delmarva Power has
shown increasing enthusiasm about re

newable energy and has signed multiple
contracts for wind power, which, if they

all come to fruition, will achieve our
RPS standard well ahead ofschedule.

There remains room for optimism

about Bluewater Wind's future and
the prospects for offshore wind proj
ects in Delaware. The Power Purchase

Agreement (PPA) between Bluewater
and Delmarva was a hard-fought vic
tory and represents the best chance for
an offshore wind farm anywhere on
the East Coast. While the struggling

economy, poor credit markets and the
troubles of Bluewater's parent company

present challenges that must be over

come to construct the project, the wind
resource in the mid-Atlantic continues
to blow strong and the economic and
environmental realities ofoffshore wind
remain promising.

An interesting component to Dela

ware's RPS is the "Solar Carve Out."
Under this provision of the law, 2% of
the total 20% RPS must be met with

solar photovoltaic (PV) resources - ei
ther at a utility scale or through distrib
uted generation facilities on homeowner
rooftops or commercial establishments

used to meet their own energy needs.
When Delaware emerged from rate

caps in 2006 (caps were put in place
during deregulation in 1999 to spark
retail competition) there was an enor

mous increase in interest in solar PV
systems. That increase was fueled by an

enthusiasm for clean energy and rate

payers seeking insulation from rising
and volatile electric rates.

The Delaware Green Energy Pro
gram, created to provide rebates to
residents who install solar or other re

newable energy systems, has since been
swamped with requests for rebates. The
program has facilitated the installa

tion of more than 2 megawatts (MW)
of clean, renewable energy - however,
the growing demand for rebates exceeds

the funding of the program, creating a
waiting list through 2011.

Historically, the Green Energy
Program has offered a 50% rebate of

installed system costs for qualifying
PV systems, subject to maximum
rebate levels. Newly revised and vast
ly expanded federal tax credits, and

the phenomenal increase in citizen
interest in renewable energy, have
combined to overwhelm the Green
Energy Fund. 5

Table 1. Electricity Generating Facilities in DE Greater Than 25MW

FACILITY (UNITS) UNIT TYPES GENERATION (MW) START-UP YEAR FUEL TYPE

NRG Indian River (4) Steam Turbines 82,82,177, 442 1957, 1959, 1970, 1980 Coal

Conectiv Edge Moor
Steam Turbines 75,177,446 1954, 1966, 1973

Coal ( 446 Residual
(3) Oil)

6 Combined Cycle
Pipeline Natural Gas/

Conectiv Hay Road (8) (CC) gas (2 Waste 658, (220) 1989,1990,2001
waste heat

Heat)

Conectiv Christiana (2)
Combustion Turbine

29,29 1973, 1973 NO.2 Oil
(CT)

Dover - McKee Run (1) Steam Turbine 114 1975 Residual Oil

Dover - Van Sant (1) CT 45 1991 Diesel Oil

DEMEC - Smyrna (1) CT 45 2002 Natural Gas

NRG Dover (2) CT 45,45 2001,2001 Natural Gas

Steam Turbines
Natural gas, syngas,

Valero Refinery (6)
CTs

27,27,75,10,92,92 1956,1961,2000 refinery fuel gas, and
low-sulfur diesel fuel
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The new federal credit resulted in

system owners receiving 80% ofthe cost
of these systems - incentives well in ex

cess of those in neighboring states, well
in excess of the level of subsidy neces
sary to incent investment, and well in

excess of the 50% subsidy envisioned in

the original program. At the same time,
the backlog of Delawareans waiting
years for their rebates was growing.

Given the changing federal tax cir
cumstances, DNREC adjusted the state
rebate in April of this year to reflect

these new federal dollars and lowered
. the state rebate percentage to 25% for

project applications received after May

1,2009.6 The proposed 25% state rebate
(equivalent to $2.00/watt) is currently
the highest subsidy for these type sys

tems anywhere in the mid-Atlantic area
- including Maryland ($l.25/watt),
New Jersey ($l.75/watt), and Virginia
«$l.OO/watt) - and perhaps anywhere
in the country.

The new rules moving forward will

continue to provide valuable and mean
ingful incentives for solar and wind
technologies, and will allow us to spread
the relatively small Green Energy Fund

to more Delawareans who wish to enjoy
- and prosper from - clean energy.

'Watts and Wires
Electricity serving Delawareans

comes from both local, in-state genera
tion sources and from imports from our

regional electric grid operated by PJM.
In 2006, Delaware had a generating
capacity of approximately 3,000 mega

watts (MW). Facilities with a generat
ing capacity of greater than 25MW and
subject to the Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative (RGGI) are shown in

Table l.
In 2006, Delaware imported ap

proximately 38% of the electricity con
sumed in the state? Figure 1 shows
the relative percentages of fuels used to
generate electricity in-state. As can be
seen, renewable energy sources do not

presently contribute any significant por
tion to Delaware's overall portfolio of
sources. That should change with time,
as noted above.

However, because Delaware imports
a large portion of its electrical needs,
the fuel mix for electricity consumed in
Delaware looks very different from that
produced in Delaware. This is also due
to the bidding and purchasing processes
used in Delaware to obtain power for
residential, commercial and industrial
uses from throughout the regional

transmission area. Figure 2 portrays the

best estimate offuel mix for power con
sumed in Delaware.

The disparity between Delaware's

energy production and use, combined

with the functioning of the PJM re
gional power system and power markets,
leads to the importance of the electric

power transmission system in meeting
Delaware's electrical energy needs.

An issue facing Delaware in the near
term is the question ofadditional trans
mission capabilities, particularly the
Mid Atlantic Power Pathway (MAPP)
project. The MAPP project has already

generated a fair bit of conversation in
Delaware, and more discussions are
likely into the future.

One issue to be wrestled with is the
increased energy and reliability of ser
vice the line will bring to the power grid
in Delaware (and regionally) versus the
prospect that the line merely enables the
importation of electricity from "dirty"
energy sources like coal plants in the

western portion of the PJM region 
coal plants whose emissions blow our
way under prevailing wind patterns and
negatively impact our air quality.

However, the conflict is not nearly
as straightforward as one might think.

Figure 1. Delaware Electrical Generation by Fuel TypeS Figure 2. Fuels Used for Electricity Consumed in Delaware9

Gas

19% "'" Coal
/79%

Natural Gas
6.0% ~

Oil
6.0%-

/
Nuclear
27.0%

Hydro
1.5% Biomass

\ /1.5%

""
Coal

58.0%
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There will undoubtedly be benefits

from a stronger transmission grid in
Delaware, and many argue that a better
grid may enable the eventual exporta

tion of Delaware offshore wind power
to the west - a good thing. In addi

tion, power from the west side of the
PJM grid is less expensive (ignoring for

the moment why) and the MAPP trans
mission line itself is indifferent to the

energy source feeding it electrons.

The difficulties in the debate over

MAPP might best be addressed through

the IRP process discussed above, to en

sure that the power purchased for use in

Delaware carries with it the true cost of

that power - including the health and

climate consequences associated with

the otherwise cheaper energy sources.

One other aspect of the project that

should be mentioned is the siting of

new or expanded transmission right-of

ways that will be needed, especially new

acquisitions planned for north of the

C&D Canal and crossing the Delaware

River to connect with the Salem/Hope

Creek stations. These new lines may be

crossing sensitive natural areas and im

pacting public and private properties,

issues not easily dealt with but critical

to the full-scale deployment of the proj

ect. Expect to hear more on these issues

in the future.

Teamwork
Every state 1S unique in its energy

profile, and there is no single initia

tive or governance structure that will

yield superior results in every instance.

Success over the next several years will

require cooperation among Delaware's

state officials, private-sector interests

and the public to achieve the promise of

a clean energy economy.

On the State side is the Public Ser

vice Commission, state agencies such

as DNREC, DelDOT and the Office

of Management and Budget, the new

Sustainable Energy Utility, the Dela

ware Energy Office, and the Public

Advocate.
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In addition, there is the Governor's

Energy Advisory Council, charged

with periodically preparing a state En

ergy Plan; and the Governor's Cabinet

Committee on Energy, charged with

considering energy issues within State

government.

Outside government, and equally

important, are the utilities that trans

mit and distribute power, the merchant

energy companies that generate power,

and dozens of other players. Delmarva

Power, Chesapeake Utilities, the Dela

ware Electric Cooperative, the Dela

ware Municipal Electric Corporation

and many local municipal utilities are

heavily impacted by energy policy.

The generators of electrical power,

such as Conectiv and NRG, and the

dozens of oil and propane companies

operating in Delaware are also key

players.

Academic institutions, such as the

University of Delaware and other insti

tutions of higher education conducting

research into alternative energy tech

nologi~s, will play an important role in

shaping our energy future.

Finally, and perhaps most important

ly, there are the citizens and consumers

of energy. Conservation, a critical com

ponent of any energy solution, begins

with the consumer of power. Citizen

advocacy is also critical - had it not

been for so many citizen-activists, the

offshore wind project might not have

been approved, and the recently con

cluded energy planning process would

have been far less robust and inclusive.

In conclusion, Delaware has the op

portunity to become a national leader

in advancing a clean energy future. To

achieve this vision, the State must con

front significant challenges in energy

policy - in ensuring that we account

for all impacts from energy generation

and use, in expanding our base of re

newable energy sources, in ensuring

a reliable and cost-effective supply of

energy, and in working as a team in

achieving our goals.

We all know what a great place Dela

ware is and that we can accomplish

things larger states can only dream of.

In order to achieve a clean, cost-effec

tive, sustainable energy future, we must

have a clear vision, be willing to work

collaboratively and trust in one another

and our common goals.•

FOOTNOTES

1. The Bluewater Wind project is a story
in and of itself. EURCSA set in motion a
unique and complex process which brought
together a large cast ofplayers not normally
found in PSC proceedings. The process
ended with the first Power Purchase Agree
ment for offshore wind in the United States,
which was approved by DNREC, the Con
troller General's Office, the Office of Man
agement and Budget, the PSC and the Gen
eral Assembly.

2. Amardeep Dhanju, Phillip Whitaker and
Sandra Burton, Assessment ofDelaware Off
shore Wind Power (Sept. 2005), available at:
http://www.ocean.udel.edu/WindPower/
docs/BurDhanWhitO 5-MAST667-FI
NAL.pdf

3. Renewable energy resource data avail
able from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory at http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/

4. 26 Del C. Chapter 1, subchapter III-A.

5. Lastyear, the federal government provid
ed a 30% tax credit - but capped at $2,000
for residential projects. Late last year, the
federal government removed the cap so now
a system costing a total of $60,000 would
be eligible for $18,000 in refundable fed
eral tax credits; before the federal change,
that same system owner would only receive
$2,000.

6. For projects on the current waiting list,
the State developed a "rapid payment" op
tion where customers have one oftwo choic
es. They can take a 25% rebate immediately,
or remain on the waiting list for a full 50%
rebate, where the wait time may stretch for
2-3 years (or longer) before there's adequate
money in the Green Energy Account to
make payment.

7. Energy Information Administration,
Office of Coal, Nuclear, Electric and Alter
native Fuels, State Electricity Profiles 2006
(Nov. 2007).

8. Energy Information Administration,
2006 data.

9. PJM - Personal communication.
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Delaware's

As each day dawns, the Earth performs a service essential to life itself 

it recycles carbon. As a chemical element, carbon is released from many

sources, including human activity. Our contributions are principally from

the use of fossil fuels and changes in land use (such as road paving and the

removal of forested areas for residential development).

The first-in-the-nation
SEU offers a
comprehensive
approach to managing
energy and
the environment.
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T
·he extent of carbon recycling by

the biosphere is vast, far beyond

anything human-made technolo

. gy could accomplish. The planet's

natural carbon cycle allows for gigatons

of this gas to be released without harm.

For humans, the earth's expectation is

that each ofus annually emits not more

than 3.3 tons of carbon dioxide (C02

is the most common molecule in which

carbon is found).

Most ofAfrica, Asia and Latin Amer

ica have observed this budget. Europe

has not - the continent releases more

than 14 tons per person per year; Japan

- our most efficient industrial econo

my - releases nearly 11 tons; and the

U.S. overshoots its budget by more

than any country on earth - we emit

upwards of 21 tons of carbon dioxide

per person per year, and our per capita

amount is growing.!

The challenge of addressing the

most global and complex threat to

the life web could not occur at a more

difficult time. With a worldwide reces

sion that includes a staggering local

manifestation - Delaware faces a defi

cit that is 20% of its state budget - it

can be hard to muster the collective



will to tackle climate change. Yet, we

must do so.

By mid-century, the best esti

mates of the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change are that we must

cut worldwide CO2 emissions by 60%
to 80%.2 Now, that is a budget crisis.

Americans, in particular, must substan

tially reduce their emissions of this gas

if humanity is to forestall the large and

risky consequences of global warming.

Without U.S. action, reductions by the

rest of the human population cannot

be sufficient to reverse the threat.

The problem seems so immense, one

wonders what can be done.

Actually, we can meet the challenge,

even in troubling economic times. We

must dig ourselves out of the current

economic mire, and the way forward is

to rebuild our economy and way of life

according to sustainability principles 

we need to chart a course so that we live

within a balanced budget of 3.3 tons of

CO2per person per year. And, interest

ingly, Delaware is leading the way.
Once again we have the opportu

nity to make history as the First State.
Through path-breaking legislation

written by Senator Harris B. McDowell

III, the "dean" of state energy policy,
the General Assembly passed State Bill

18 creating the nation's first Sustain
able Energy Utility (SEU).3

What is the SEU and what makes it

so significant? Put simply, the SEU is a

comprehensive model for tackling the
energy and environmental challenges

facing Delaware and the world. The en

ergy utility of the 20th century was in

vented to rapidly and continuously in

crease energy supply. This utility served

us well - it allowed economic growth

at unparalleled rates in human history.

But it also is the key contributor to the

climate-change problem.

The 21st-century energy utility

must have a different focus: to help ev

ery citizen and every business conserve

energy and, when energy is needed, to

utilize the energy gifts of our planet

- sunlight, vegetation, the winds and

the constant temperature of the earth's

mantle just three meters below the sur

face. The SEU is the first effort at in

venting the energy utility of the 21st

century.

The benefits of the SEU are rapidly

gaining attention. In testimony before

Vice President Biden's Middle Class

Task Force, John Podesta, President of
the Center for American Progress,4 cit

ed the SEU as a showcase model to lead

the country in achieving a clean energy
economy and green workforce. 5

In Spectrum, the international mag

azine of the Institute for Electrical and

Electronic Engineers, Delaware's SEU

is heralded as "perhaps the most com

prehensive energy savings and distrib

uted renewables program in the United
States." 6

And the April 2009 issue of the

Bulletin of Science, Technology and So

ciety, a scholarly journal, reports on

applications of a Delaware-grown idea

in Europe, Africa, Latin America and

Asia, including a new initiative of the
United Nations Environment Pro

gram (UNEP) to spread the concept
throughout the world.?

Development of the SEU began in
2006, when Delaware's General As

sembly created a bipartisan Sustainable
Energy Task Force to research and rec

ommend best-practice sustainable en
ergy policies for the State. An impetus

for the Task Force was the prospect of

significant energy price increases loom

ing on the horizon.

Price caps on electricity, which were

established in 1999 as part of the state's
electricity restructuring, were due to

expire in 2007. Estimates forecast that

residential electricity rates could rise by
more than 50%.8 Gasoline and natural

gas prices were projected to spike at

high levels as well, becoming unafford

able to many Delawareans.

With research support from the

Center for Energy and Environmental

Policy at the University of Delaware,

the SEU architecture was designed and

presented in the Task Force's final re

port. The report, Sustainable Energy

Utility: A Delaware First,9 outlined the

key features of the SEU along with the

Task Force's -legislative recommenda
tions.

The Delaware SEU has ambitious

goals: a 30% reduction in energy con

sumption by 2015 for its participants,

installation of 300 MW ofcustomer-sit

ed renewable energy for residences and

businesses, average annual savings of

$1,000 on energy bills for participating
customers and a statewide reduction in

CO2emissions that would return Dela

ware to 2003 levels by 2019. We would,

in this way, begin the journey to reverse

our carbon intensity.

The significance of the SEU is that it

offers a structural reform of the energy

sector along four dimensions: 1) a tran

sition to carbon-free energy sources; 2)

a reorientation from energy as a com

modity to energy as a service; 3) the

transition to a distributed energy infra

structure; and 4) the direct involvement
of energy users in energy decisions.1o

Most proposals for an energy transi

tion are primarily based on the first two
items, almost exclusively focusing on

replacing fossil fuels with renewable en

ergy and energy efficiency (albeit within

the existing energy market and regula

tory structure).

Facilitating a societal shift in tech
nologies and fuels is certainly a criti

cal step. However, the SEU goes much

further. It provides the vehicle for re

configuring the energy system from a

centralized model with little oppor

tunity for individuals to participate in

energy decisions toward a community

trust model in which individuals and

communities become active participants

in defining their energy futures.
Families and businesses are encour

aged to "think about energy as a ...ser

vice, rather than a utility," 11 and to de

sign their own customized energy ser

vices ultimately contributing to a more
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tive utility. The Administrator Contract

Team includes firms with extensive ex

perience in energy conservation and re

newable energy markets and technolo

gies, green energy marketing,12 sustain

able energy financing and "clean cities"

transportation planning.

This third-party management model

relies on competitive contracting and

performance incentives to meet the

standards set forth by the Oversight

Board. In this manner, the SED is the

point of contact for efficiency and self

generation in the same way that utili

ties are the point of contact for energy

supply.

A critical element of the SED is that

individual energy users throughout the

State can access energy services through

a single organization that offers these

services for the benefit of the energy

user and the Delaware community. It

combines Delaware's private and public

Located at 655 North St in Dover, DE
across from Eden Hill

Contact Dave Morrison for site plan &
pricing

Up to 20,000 SF on 2 floors

Ready to Build!

Office Building Pad Site

clearly and specifically ties energy reform

to a new environmental, social, policy

and economic future for the State.

As a non-profit agency, the SED is

governed by an Oversight Board and the

Delaware Energy Office. The Oversight

Board is intended to bring together a

mix of public officials, energy experts

and citizens with general oversight, eval

uation and goal-setting responsibilities.

Board members include the Secretary of

the Department of Natural Resources

and Environmental Control, the Dela

ware Public Advocate, seven members

appointed by the Governor, and one ap

pointee by both the President Pro Tem

pore of the Senate and the Speaker of

the House of Representatives.

Through a competitive-bid process,

the Oversight Board has selected an

SED Administrator with energy plan

ning and management expertise for the

day-to-day operations of this innova-
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wide-ranging, varied and diverse energy

infrastructure.

The Delaware SED is a non-profit

organization unaffiliated with the state's

electric or gas utilities, but it works with

them, the business sector, other non

profits and communities throughout

the State to change the energy destiny

ofDelaware. Its mission is to design and

deliver comprehensive end-user energy

efficiency and customer-sited renewable

energy services to Delaware's house

holds and businesses.

As stated in the statute, Delaware

"has an opportunity to create new mar

kets for customer-sited renewable en

ergy generation that will help build jobs

in the State of Delaware, improve our

national security, keep value within the

local economy, improve energy reliabil

ity, and protect Delawareans from the

damaging effects of recurrent energy

price spikes." In this way, the legislation
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sector assets in an energy organizational

structure that is publicly accountable,

financially self-reproducing and entirely

focused on energy and environmental

sustainability.

The SEU expands upon other sus

tainable energy models, offering greater

flexibility and the inclusion of all fuel

types and income levels into the sustain

able energy service stream. By law, the

Delaware SEU is required to provide a

comprehensive array of sustainable en

ergy services which are customized to

community and individual needs. This

includes providing services at different

decision points.

For example, some individuals may

seek advice and assistance with appli

ance or equipment replacement, others

may be interested in retrofitting existing

buildings, and still others may be at the

stage of new, "green" construction or

looking for sustainable transportation

opportunities.

The SEU coordinates the array of

private and public services so that all

needs and fuel uses can be made avail

able. Policymakers .and the Oversight

Board establish high-level performance

targets for the SEU; its contribution

is that it has the flexibility to respond

to customer needs and market changes

to achieve these objectives.

The statewide shift to energy sustain

ability is further supported through a self

sustaining financing scheme. Two funda

mental challenges that have plagued an

energy transition are the upfront capital

cost of sustainable energy measures and

the longer-term goal ofgrowing sustain

able energy programs without significant

energy price increases.

To tackle t?ese problems, the SEU

has the mandate to develop innovative

approaches using third-party financing,

federal incentives, program revenues,

and leveraging sustainable energy funds

available through other public sector

and philanthropic sources. The SEU has

the authority to issue tax-exempt bonds

to contribute to the financing ofits pro

gram activities, and is designated as the

administrator ofexisting public-purpose

energy funds and Regional Greenhouse

Gas Initiative (RGGI) emissions auc

tion proceeds.

The financing model allows the

SEU to do two vital things for a 21st

century energy utility: 1) it has the

capacity to secure sufficient capital to

invest in the infrastructure of sustain

able energy (rather than simply a suite

of programs); and 2) it is capable of

taking the "long view," rather than

having to mostly produce short-term

benefits. Its tools - tax-exempt bonds,

revolving funds and cooperative invest

ments - are the same ones the U.S.

successfully used to build its public
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schools, water facilities and other social

infrastructure.

The SED's unique legal construc

tion creates a new foundation for the

organization and delivery of energy as

a community trust. Instead of the older

model ofbilling for energy used and the

associated plants and distribution net

work to deliver energy, the SED invests

in a future of lower and more efficient

energy use. It pledges the capital neces

sary to allow Delawareans to choose en

ergy conservation and efficiency as their

first priority.

The energy cost savings created

through community investments made

by the SED are then shared between the

household, farm or business, on the one

hand, and the SED on the other. For

example, when the home refrigerator

fails, a household can choose between

the Ener.gy Star® model which uses 20%

to 30% less energy and the less-efficient

(and less-expensive) model.

In the past, the less-expensive model

which uses more energy over its IS-year

life, might be chosen over the "green"

model. The SED removes the advan

tage that inefficiency currently enjoys

in the marketplace by covering the cost

difference for the buyer. In return, the

household sees its refrigerator-based

energy costs decline, and a. portion of

those savings flow to the SED to recov

er its investment. In this way, a revolv

ing fund is created to serve the needs of

future community members.

Similarly, the SED stands ready to

utilize community capital to provide

rebates toward the purchase of a solar

power system and recover costs from

the sale of "Renewable Energy Credits"

paid by the state's utilities to meet legal

obligations for a percentage oftheir sales

to be supplied by renewable energy.13

While low-income household energy

burdens tend to be higher than their

middle-income counterparts, they also

tend to be an underserved population in

energy programs. Federally funded low-
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Income energy assistance and weath

erization services can help, but these

programs have historically been unable

to meet existing demand. The SED spe

cifically addresses this problem through

its Affordable Energy Services Program.

Working with Delaware's well-perform

ing Weatherization Assistance Program,

the SED is creating a partnership that

will help the state to double its annual

rate ofweatherized homes.

The Center for Energy and Environ

mental Policy has estimated that efficien

cy and renewable energy investments

through the SED can reduce the state's

carbon footprint by 33% by 2020. This

achievement certainly places Delaware

in a leadership role in the global effort

to stabilize the climate. Just as impor

tantly, the SED is an essential tool for

creating a green economy that prospers

by investing in long-term sustainability.

Investment in conservation and re

newables creates green jobs faster than

any other option in the energy sector

and is a key reason why we can address

the economic and environmental crises

together. 14 Additionally, the SED estab

lishes the legal and democratic space

for an energy system that uses less, and

when use is desired, supplies energy

from renewable sources organized lo

cally by and for the community.

An ongoing mutual promise of reci

procity and shared responsibility for in

vestment and sharing of benefits opens

the way for collective action for a healthy

environment and a more democratically

and socially governed energy system. IS

Dnder the leadership of Governor

Jack Markell, the State is now well posi

tioned to use the SED to its fullest. The

Governor's "climate prosperity" agenda

is helping the SED to blossom as a tool

in the efforts to battle significant eco

nomic problems for our families and

communities by using SED strategies to

invest in a green economic future and

workforce.

The path to such a future will not be

easy and cannot happen overnight. But

the vision and support of our elected

and appointed officials is critical and

Delaware, fortunately, now has the abil

ity to lead.

Since its implementation in Dela

ware, the SED is fast becoming the

model for other jurisdictions. In July

2008, the City Council of the District

of Columbia passed the Clean and Af

fordable Energy Act, empowering its

Department of Environment to create

an SED for the comprehensive delivery

of energy efficiency and customer-sited

renewable energy services to residences

and businesses in the nation's capital.

Philadelphia Mayor Michael Nutter

has cited the SED as "a great idea" that

his city can utilize for "engaging in the

needed changes at all levels of govern

ment" and in support of Green Jobs

and an "Earth-friendly approach to sus- .

tainability."16

At its fall 2008 meeting, the Nation

al Council of State Legislatures passed

a resolution seeking federal support for

SED-style financing.

And internationally, the Center for

Energy and Environmental Policy was

recently commissioned to undertake an

SED design study for Seoul in South

Korea,17 and the island nation of Ber

muda has prepared a "Green Paper"

recommending the adoption of an
SED.IS

Clearly, there can be no single pana

cea for solving the global energy and

environmental challenges that lie before

us. However, the SED and its commu

nity trust-green economy approach to

engaging these problems offers a legal

and policy framework from which dem

ocratic, citizen-based participation in

the decisions regarding our energy and

environmental futures can be made.

If successful, the SED can contrib

ute to a future when our grandchildren

can enjoy playing under the sky with

out worrying about the carbon conse

quences.•
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Most of the electric energy consumed in Delaware is purchased from the

competitive wholesale electric market. While Delaware is considering alter

natives that could reduce its reliance on the wholesale market, operation of

that market will continue to influence the supply and prices of electricity

for Delaware consumers.

FEATURE
I. David Rosenstein

Competitive
wholesale electric
markets require
more federal rules
and enforcement.
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Interconnection, LLC
("PJM"), the operator
of the interconnected
transmission grid serv

ing 13 states and the District of Co
lumbia, manages the wholesale electric
market that serves Delaware. Sellers
in the PJM market include fossil fuel
generators, renewable energy resources
and providers of energy conservation
opportunities.

All such sellers must comply both
with the specific rules ofthe PJM market
and with the more general Federal Ener
gy Regulatory Commission ("FERC")
regulations governing acceptable forms
of market behavior. Violation of either

can subject sellers to "disgorgement" of

unjust profits, forfeiture oftheir market

based rate authority and/or assessment

of civil penalties.

FERC has, on several occasions, ac

knowledged the need to establish well

defined "rules of the road" within which

sellers can operate without fear of ret

roactive sanctions. Existing and pro

spective suppliers may be concerned

that regulatory certainty is still a work

in progress. However, through its con

tinuing development of a body of law

that applies and interprets its own rules

and regulations, the FERC is mitigat

ing any such concerns.



The Demise of the Vertically
Integrated Utility

Historically, electric utilities owned
the generating plants, the transmis
sion lines and the distribution facilities
required to produce and deliver power
to their wholesale and retail customers.
This vertically integrated model ofutil
ity service began to break down in the

1960s.
First, in response to the Great New

York City Blackout of 1964, utilities
partially yielded control ofthe transmis
sion function by interconnecting their
transmission lines and joining regional
coordination counsels.

Then, in 1978, utilities began to
lose control of the generation function
when Congress passed the Public Util
ity Regulatory Policy Act ("PURPA")l
requiring that they purchase the output
ofcertain types ofenergy-efficient, non
utility generation.

Throughout the 1980s, utilities be
gan to use the interconnected transmis
sion grids for transactions between non

contiguous counterparts. By the early
1990s it had become clear that power
produced at any point on the grid could
be delivered to virtually any other point
on the grid.

Members of the independent power
industry fostered by PURPA sought the
opportunity to use the grid to sell their
output beyond the boundaries of their
interconnected utility. And electricity
customers (especially those on the East
and West Coasts where power was most
expensive) sought the opportunity to
use the grid to buy their power from an
entity other than their local utility.

Utilities were, at first, reluctant to
give up this last vestige of their control.
However, Congress opted for competi
tion by passing the Energy Policy Act of
1992 ("EPAct 1992'').2

Pursuant to EPAct 1992, on April
24, 1996, FERC issued Order No. 888 3

requiring utilities to unbundle their

transmission and generation functions
and to provide open access transmission
service. FERC declared that mandatory

open-access service would "remove im
pediments to competition in wholesale
trade and bring efficient, lower cost
power to the Nation's electricity cus
tomers."4

To prevent the potential for discrimi
natory use of transmission facilities, on
December 20, 1999, the FERC issued
Order No. 2000 5 in which it strongly
encouraged utilities to join Regional
Transmission Organizations ("RTO").
PJM is the RTO that controls transmis
sion facilities in the Mid-Atlantic Re
gion and ensures that they are operated
in a nondiscriminatory manner.

PJM is managed by an independent
board of directors elected by groups
of stakeholders representing large and
small customers, utilities, public power

entities and generators. Like most other
RTOs, PJM has also established struc
tured markets, within which buyers can
purchase power to meet their energy
requirements and sellers can sell their
energy output.

FERC Regulation
of Competitive Markets

The Federal Power Act, which gov
erns the sale of electricity in interstate
commerce, requires that all rates and
charges shall be "just and reasonable"
and empowers the FERC to oversee
ratemaking and other proceedings.6

When utilities were vertically inte
grated, FERC complied with the "just
and reasonable rate" requirement by
basing rates upon the cost to provide
service plus a reasonable return on in
vestment. In an age of competition
made possible by open-access transmis
sion, FERC could no longer rely upon
"cost-plus ratemaking."

Instead, FERC began to meet the just
and reasonable requirement through use
ofa two-prong approach. First, it granted
Market Based Rate ("MBR") tariffs (the
authorization required to participate in
wholesale competitive markets) only to
sellers who could show that they could
not exercise market power. Second, it
approved market rules that provide clear
price signals for where and when energy

and new investment is needed.7

The late 1990s were a time of in
tense activity in this area. Rules for the
structured markets were written and ap
proved, new merchant generation and
marketing companies were created, and
existing utilities either divested their
generation assets or separated their gen
eration and transmission facilities into
separate operating businesses.

Like much ofthe rest ofthe industry,
Delmarva Power & Light and its sister
affiliate, Atlantic City Electric, sold cer
tain of their generating plants to third
parties and transferred the remainder
to Conectiv Energy. Since that time,
through both construction of its own
facilities and acquisition of rights to the
output of others' facilities, Conectiv
Energy has been adding natural-gas
fired facilities, wind generation and
solar generation to its merchant genera
tion fleet.

It was not surprising that the new
generation and marketing companies
might search for opportunities to par
ticipate profitably within the new rules
of the structured markets. Few people,
however, could have anticipated how
blatantly Enron Marketing and its affili
ates would exploit perceived loopholes
in the California Power Exchange's mar
ket design in their pursuit ofprofits.

From 1998 through 2001, Enron
and its affiliates used strategies with
names like "Ricochet," "Death Star"
and "Get Shorty"g to artificially in
crease congestion at certain points and
to then receive payments for "relieving"
the artificial congestion; to wheel power
out of California and to then wheel the
same power back into California for the
purpose of receiving premium prices
paid for imported power; and to receive
payment for services that they did not
have the facilities to provide.

These strategies all had one thing in
common - they created revenues for
Enron without serving any real purpose
in the market-clearing function of a
competitive marketplace.

At the time, FERC only had a lim
ited number of enforcement tools to
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respond to Enron's actions. First, it
could terminate Enron's MBR author
ity and thus prevent it from engaging in
further transactions in the competitive
market. Second, it could require Enron
to "disgorge unjust profits" that it had
recovered through use of "anomalous
market behavior" and "gaming," both
ofwhich were prohibited by the Califor
nia Power Exchange rules.

To protect customers from a repeat
of an Enron-type experience, FERC
needed to provide its own guidance on
permissible market behavior.

Toward that end, on November 17,
2003, FERC issued its Order Amending
Market Based Rate Tariffs and Authori
zations9 in which it required all holders
ofMBR tariffs to include in those tariffs
certain Market Behavior Rules. 1O Those
Rules (i) required sellers to comply with
applicable market rules, (ii) prohibited
sellers from engaging in certain types of
trading activities, (iii) required sellers to
provide accurate and factual data, (vi)
required that sellers who provide pric
ing information to publications make
sure that that information is accurate,
(v) imposed certain record retention
requirements, and (vi) required sellers
to comply with all applicable codes of
conduct.

In adopting its Rules the FERC
said

" ... that sellers, while account
able for their actions, need and
deserve clearly-delineated rules
governing their conduct so that
both sellers, buyers, and other in
terested entities will know what is
and what is not acceptable market
behavior." II

FERC Regulation Mter
the Energy Policy Act of2005

Shortly after FERC adopted its Mar
ket Behavior Rules, Congress imposed
its own view of acceptable market be
havior. Specifically, in the Energy Policy
Act of 2005 ("EPAct 2005")12 Con
gress prohibited "any manipulative or
deceptive device or contrivance" in the
wholesale electricity markets. 13

Based upon Congress's directive that
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the phrase "manipulative or deceptive
device or contrivance" be used like the
same phrase is used in Section 10(b)
of the Securities and Exchange Act
of 1934, the FERC issued Order No.
67014 adopting the following, modeled
after the SEC's Rule 10(b)-5:15

"(a) It shall be unlawful for any
entity, directly or indirectly, in con
nection with the purchase or sale of
electric energy or the purchase or sale
of transmission services subject to the
jurisdiction of the Commission,

(1) To use or employ device,
scheme or artifice to defraud,
(2) To make any untrue statement
ofa material fact or to omit to state
a material fact necessary in order
to make the statements made, in
the light of the circumstances un
der which they were made, not
misleading, or
(3) To engage in any act, practice,
or course of business that operates
or would operate as a fraud or de
ceit upon any entity." 16

The FERC continued to express its
commitment to certainty for market
participants by explaining that use ofthe
SEC's Rule 10(b)-5 as the basis for the
anti-manipulation regulations

"... should benefit the industry
because it will provide greater cer
tainty to entities subject to the new
rules because the Commission in
tends to rely upon the large body
of case law interpreting and ap
plying section 10(b) and Rule
10(b)-5 when applying its new
authority." 17

Sellers need to be careful, however,
not to assume, from the FERC's stated
commitment to regulatory certainty,
that they can avoid an investigation
or prosecution under the new anti
manipulation regulations merely by
conforming to an RTO's market rules.
This issue of a possible relationship
between conformance with market
rules and compliance with the anti
manipulation regulations has come up
on three occasions since adoption of
the anti-manipulation regulations.

Edison Mission's High Bid
Strategy

The first such case involved Edison
Mission's bidding of generating units
into PJM's energy market ("Edison
Mission").18 The generating units at is

sue qualified as "capacity resources" and
thus were available for use by Edison
Mission as capacity credits.19 The PJM

market rules require owners of capacity
resources to bid available capacity from
those resources into PJM's day-ahead
energy market.20 In addition, the market
rules prohibit sellers from submitting
bids into the day-ahead or real-time en
ergy market in excess of $l,OOO/MWh.

As required by the PJM market rules,
Edison Mission bid available capacity
from its units into the day-ahead energy
market at a price less than the $1,000/
MWh cap. However, by bidding a price
just under the cap, Edison Mission as
sured itself that its bid would exceed the
market-clearing price in the day-ahead
market.21

Neither the PJM market monitor,
nor the FERC, nor the FERC's enforce
ment staff ever alleged that Edison Mis
sion's High Bid Strategy violated the
PJM market rules. And, if conformance
with the market rules was the same as
compliance with FERC anti-manipula
tion regulations, then FERC would only
have been able to respond by modifying
the market rules to prevent future use of
the High Bid Strategy.

However, Edison Mission's confor
mance with the PJM market rules did
not limit FERC's options. Instead, the
FERC's enforcement staff initiated an
investigation into the High Bid Strate
gy,22 and that investigation led to a Stip
ulation and Consent Agreement within
which Edison Mission agreed voluntarily
to discontinue use of the Strategy.23

Since the FERC did not issue an or
der on the merits, it did not provide the
industry with any clarification regarding
when, or if, actions in conformance with
market rules might, at the same time,
constitute actions in violation of the
anti-manipulation regulations. All that



that they had defrauded PJM by estab
lishing offsetting positions for FTRs in
different companies, placing the losing
positions in Power Edge and planning
for Power Edge to default on those los
ing positions.26

In its complaint, PJM did not allege
that the Tower Companies violated any
specific PJM market rule. Nevertheless,

in response to the complaint, as in Edison
Mission and in the NYISO Counterflow
Matter, the FERC directed its enforce
ment staff to conduct an investigation
into whether the Tower Companies had
violated any FERC regulations.

The results of that investigation,
and the resulting FERC Order, provide
the first insight into application of the
anti-manipulation regulations to actions

that otherwise appear to comply with
the market rules. In its Order Deny
ing Complaint, the FERC held that the
Tower Companies would be in violation
of the anti-manipulation rules only if
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Power Edgc Default
The third case involving a possible

relationship between conformance with
market rules and compliance with the
anti-manipulation regulations involved
alleged manipulation ofPJM's Financial
Transmission Rights ("FTR") market
by a group ofaffiliated companies called
the Tower Companies.

FTRs represent a right to specific
transmission paths on the PJM system
and will increase or decrease in value de
pending upon congestion that exists on
those paths.

In December 2007, the value of the
FTRs held by Power Edge, LLC, one of
the Tower Companies, had significantly
decreased in value and Power Edge was
unable to provide the collateral required
by the PJM rules to cover its losses.
Power Edge, therefore, defaulted in the
amount of $51.7 million.

PJM brought a complaint at FERC
against the Tower Companies alleging

the industry received was a strong indi

cation that this apparent inconsistency
may exist in some, as yet undefined, cir

cumstances.

NYISO Countcrflow Trading
The second case involving a possible

relationship between conformance with
market rules and compliance with the

anti-manipulation regulations concerned
a number of energy trades beginning in

January 2008, which were scheduled on
a circuitous path for delivery from the
New York ISO to PJM (the "NYISO
Counterflow Matter").

The traders executing these transac

tions were taking advantage of an op
portunity to sell energy purchased in the

NYISO at a profit in PJM only if they

wheeled it around Lake Erie through
the systems of the Independent Electric

System Operator of Ontario ("IESO")
and the Midwest Independent System

Operation ("MISO").
Although the energy was scheduled ........- _

to bypass the congested NYISO-PJM in
terconnection point, the actual electrons

followed the shorter path directly across
that point. These unscheduled deliveries
exacerbated the existing congestion and
increased the power costs for customers
using power near the interconnection

point.
Upon learning of these activities, the

NYISO filed an application with the

FERC seeking authority to implement
temporary market rules that prohibit the
circuitous scheduling. In its application,

the NYISO stated that market partici
pants who used the circuitous path had
not violated any NYISO rules.24

However, when the FERC issued its
order approving the temporary rules

change, it noted that its enforcement
staff had already initiated an investiga

tion and that it would consider further
action once it received the results of that

investigation.25 Any such action by the

FERC may provide additional regula
tory certainty for market participants
seeking to comply with both the market
rules and the FERC regulations.
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(1) they used a scheme or artifice to de
fraud, (2) they acted with scienter, and
(3) they engaged in an action subject to
the FERC's jurisdiction.27

Based upon its enforcement staff's
report, the FERC concluded that the
Tower Companies did not plan for
Power Edge to default on its obligations
and, thus, its actions did not constitute
a scheme or artifice to defraud with
the requisite scienter.28 Thus, at least in
the Tower Companies case, the FERC
found that actions in compliance with
market rules did not violate FERC regu
lations unless there was also proof of an
intent to defraud.

Conclusion
The next several years are going to

be challenging times for those who op
erate in competitive wholesale markets
like PJM. The rules for those markets
will provide opportunities for energy
conservation and renewable energy re
sources to compete on a level playing
field with traditional forms of power
supply for the chance to provide reliable
supply at competitive prices.

Suppliers in these markets will do
what suppliers always do - they will
try to efficiently provide their preferred
form of supply in response to the mar
kets' price signals.

However, in order to avoid possible
exposure to sanctions from the FERC,
suppliers will also have to be careful that
they adhere to FERC's market behav
ior regulations as those regulations, and
their interpretation, continue to evolve.

The FERC's continuing oversightwill
ensure the operation ofefficient markets
where all potential suppliers will fairly
compete for the opportunity to provide
electricity (or energy conservation) to
consumers at competitive prices.•

The opinions expressed are those ofthe au

thor and not those ofPepco Holdings, Inc.,

or Conectiv Ene1EY.
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